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News Release
PROTON ACHIEVES HIGHEST MARKET SHARE IN 47 MONTHS
-

18.1% market share figure is best achievement since July 2015
PROTON finishes June ranked No 2 in sales for third consecutive month
Proton X70 maintains its position as the triple champion SUV

Subang Jaya, 2 July 2019 – One month after setting a sales high in May, PROTON continued its upward surge in
2019 by recording its highest market share figure since July 2015. Sales of 7,615 units for June is the second
highest figure posted by the Company this year, garnering an 18.1% share of the Malaysia automotive market in a
month when Total Industry Volume (TIV) is estimated to have shrunk by 30.8% to 42,090 units.
Sales continue to show strong year-on-year growth
As is traditional for Malaysia automotive sales, there is a precipitous drop in numbers for the month following a
festive period. June was no exception as the highs prior to the Hari Raya Aidilfitri holiday were followed by a tough
sales environment. Additionally, June 2018 was also the first month of the post-GST tax holiday period making it
difficult for most automotive brands to post positive year-on-year sales growth numbers.
PROTON however bucked the trend as sales grew by 23% compared to June last year, helping the national
carmaker finish second in the sales table for the third consecutive month. It also contributed to an overall sales
growth of 61% for the first six months of 2019, putting the Company on track to achieve its sales targets for the
year.
Individually, the Proton X70 continues to be one of PROTON’s product stars. For the first half of the year 15,175
units were delivered, making it the cumulative sales leader for the overall SUV segment while also cementing its
position as the best-selling premium and executive SUV.
The rest of the model range is performing equally well. Sales of the Proton Saga continue to grow with 2,541 units
delivered in June, contributing to a volume growth of 27% over the first six months of 2018. The other models, now
updated with intelligent features are performing equally well with bookings for the 2019 Proton Persona, Iriz and
Exora increasing by an average of 108%, 180% and 135% respectively compared to their pre update booking
numbers.
“By achieving a market share of 18.1% in June, PROTON continues to show positive sales growth this year despite
the tough market conditions following the Hari Raya holidays. Our year to date market share currently stands at
14.7% and is a big improvement of our 2018 figure of 10.8%. For the second half of the year, we will concentrate
on continuing to build our sales and exciting the market further by introducing new and updated models as was
promised at the beginning of the year,” said Dr Li Chunrong, Chief Executive Officer of PROTON.
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Additional 3S/4S outlets opened to deliver a premium brand experience
The growth in sales for PROTON has been powered on two fronts. The first is the improvement of its products but
the second equally important factor has been the increase in the number of 3S/4S outlets in the Company’s network.
As at the end of June, PROTON has 91 such outlets, by far the most of any automotive brand in Malaysia.
“Our strategy to grow our presence by increasing the number of 3S/4S outlets in our network is to ensure we deliver
a premium brand experience to as many of our customers as possible. Our network development team is working
hard to also raise our service levels and hopefully these improvements will have a positive impact on our SSI and
CSI scores,” added Dr Li Chunrong.
-End-
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About PROTON
PROTON Holdings Berhad is 50.1% owned by DRB-HICOM Berhad and 49.9% by Zhejiang Geely Holding Group
Co. Ltd. Established in 1983, it is the only full-fledged OEM car manufacturer that is complete with research and
development (R&D) facility in South-East Asia and was established with three primary national policy objectives,
which are, to spearhead the development of component manufacturing industries, to acquire and upgrade
technology and industrial skills within the automotive manufacturing industry and to strengthen the international
competitiveness of Malaysia’s industrial capability.
1985 marked a momentous year in Malaysia’s history when the country’s first national car, the Proton Saga, rolled
out for the masses. Since then, its offerings include versatile and reliable four-door family vehicles such as the
Saga and Persona, stylish executive sedans such as Prevé, the elegant executive D-segment Perdana as well as
spacious and affordable multi-purpose vehicles like the Exora and Ertiga. There is also the sleek sporty Suprima
S that is packed with performance and the bold and stylish Iriz than emphasises safety and is the most affordable
5-Star ASEAN NCAP car.
PROTON is more than just a car company as its inception as a key driver of national development has seen the
brand accelerate its learning curve through technology transfer with strategic partnership and technical
collaborations. There is no doubt that it has helped grow the Malaysian economy through its progress and success
in the automobile industry.
By listening to the needs of customers, PROTON cars are now steadily on track to achieve the mission for the
future, with PROTON set to become a marque which builds quality and safe cars with passion and soul; cars that
are enjoyable to drive - and a pleasure to own. For more information, visit http://www.proton.com.
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